
WHITE WINE

1. FALSE BAY - ‘CHENIN BLANC`
South Africa. 13% 2020 (v/vg)

Bready aromas and dried herbaceous notes, including fennel and aniseed dominate the nose,

followed by a creamy lemon character.

175ml £6 250ml £7.85 Bottle £21.95

2. DOMAINE DE VEDILHAN - ‘SAUVIGNON BLANC`
France. 12% 2020 (v/vg)

Broad and quite tropical with delicate smokey notes, ripe citrus acidity and a richly-textured finish.

175ml £6.50 250ml £8.50 Bottle £24

3. TERRAZZE DELLA LUNA - ‘PINOT GRIGIO`
Italy. 12.5% 2020 (v/vg)

Stone fruit, apple and floral nose. The palate shows delicate yet complex floral notes, subtle

mineral character and attractive white fruits leading to a fresh citrus finish

175ml £6.75 250ml £8.85 Bottle £24.95

4. BOUTINOT LA FLEUR SOLITAIRE - ‘COTES DU RHONE BLANC`
France. 13.5% 2020 (v/vg)

The nose is pretty and delicate, with a waft of fennel tops and hints of hedgerow flowers.

Bottle £28.95

5. TABALI GRAN RESERVA - ‘VIOGNIER`
Chile. 13.5% 2018 (v/vg)

Rich aromas of citrus, orange peel and dried apricot, fresh pears and white peaches, plus hints of

candied fruit.

175ml £8 250ml £10.50 Bottle £29.95

6. LE CHANT DES - ‘POUILLY-FUME`
France. 13% 2019

A complete nose of grapefruit and gun-flint, with a fresh tropical fruit palate.

Bottle £30

7. DOMAINE DE LAMOTTE - ‘CHABLIS`
France. 13% 2020

Lots of lovely ripe stone fruit aromas and hot stones on the nose. Followed by generous,

pronounced fruit on the palate with nectarine skins and a soft acidity.

Bottle £34



RED WINE

8. BELLEFONTAINE - ‘MERLOT`
France. 14% 2020

Deep colour with vibrant plummy and blackberry fruit. Soft and supple on the palate with good

intensity of fruit and a lovely juicy finish.

175ml £6 250ml £7.85 Bottle £21.95

9. THE LISTENING STATION - ‘SHIRAZ`
Australia. 14% 2020 (v/vg)

Soft supple Victorian Shiraz, dangerously moreish. Bright, aromatic and juicy on the nose.

175ml £6.25 250ml £8.15 Bottle £22.95

10. VEGA DEL RAYO - ‘RIOJA`
Spain. 13.5% 2020 (v/vg)

Modern, unoaked Tempranillo with juicy red fruits, soft spice and a pleasantly fresh finish.

Bottle £23.95

11. ADOBE RESERVA - ‘PINOT NOIR`
Chile. 13.5% 2020 (v/vg/organic)

Light ruby red with aromas of fresh strawberries with subtle notes of spices and a touch of

minerality

175ml £7 250ml £9.15 Bottle £25.95

12. AMATUA ABSOLUTO - ‘MALBEC`
Argentina. 14% 2020 (v/vg)

Attractive and intense ruby with a perfumed nose of violet and fresh red berry fruits - strawberry,

raspberry and cherry. 175ml £7.65 250ml £10 Bottle £28.50

13. CHATEAU LAGRAMONDIE ‘CUVEE EVA` -
14. CASTILLON COTES DE BORDAEUX

France. 13% 2019

A food friendly right bank Bordeaux ripe and

approachable but not lacking structure.

Bottle £29.95

15. VIDAL RESERVE - ‘PINOT NOIR`
New Zealand. 13% 2019

Beautifully fragrant red berry and floral aromas combine with flavours of cherry, spice with earthy

undertones on a finely textured palate.

Bottle £30



ROSE WINE

16. ANCORA - ‘PINOT GRIGIO ROSE`
Italy. 12.5% 2020 (v/vg)

Dry, fresh and fruity with delicate aromas of red berries.

175ml £6 250ml £7.85 Bottle £21.95

17. LIEUX PERDUS - ‘PINOT NOIR ROSE`
France. 12.5% 2020 (v/vg)

Light, dry, pretty pink; strawberries aromas lead to a palate packed full of creamy red fruits.

175ml £6.75 250ml £8.85 Bottle £24.95

18. DOMAINE DE LA VIEILLE TOUR - ‘PROVENCE ROSE’
France. 13% 2020 (v)

Delicate aromas are followed by lovely sweet fruit

from Grenache grapes.

175ml £8 250ml £10.50 Bottle £29.95



SPARKLING

19. ITALIA - ‘PROSECCO` SPUMANTE BRUT
Hints of apple and peach on the nose. Dry and soft with light citrus notes and a

creamy yet delicate fizz.

Italy. 11% (v/vg) Mini (20cl) Bottle £9.95

20. PONTE - AURORA ROSE
Cherry pink in colour with a decent amount of sparkle, this is a light and off-dry sparkling rose.

Italy. 11.5% (v/vg) Mini (20cl) Bottle £9.95

21. ‘MIRABELLO` - ROSE SPUMANTE
Delicate pink sparkling rose with strawberry and raspberry aromas and

soft berry characters on the palate.

Italy. 11.5% (v/vg) Bottle £24.95

22. PALLADIANO ‘DURELLO` - BRUT
Citrus and gently floral aromas lead to a very fresh and zippy palate with crisp green apple and

lightly honeyed characters. Refreshing and approachable style of fizz.

Italy. 11.5% (v/vg) Bottle £24.95

23. ‘VEUVE CLICQUOT`-BRUT YELLOW LABEL
Fine balance between the fruits coming from the grape and toasty aromas.

France. 12% Bottle £54.95

24. ‘LANGHAM’- CULVER NV

Pale golden colour with a fine stream of steady bubbles. White peach, strawberry leaf, English

hedgerow, pecan and buttered toast on the nose.

England. 12% Bottle £55.95

25. ‘BOLLINGER’ - ROSE BRUT NV

Floral red fruits, savoury toasty richness and freshness.

France. 12% Bottle £64.95


